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Rule 107B – NYSE Amex Equities. Supplemental Liquidity Providers

(a) For purposes of this Rule, a Supplemental Liquidity Provider ("SLP") is a member organization that electronically enters proprietary orders or quotes from off the Floor of the Exchange into the systems and facilities of the Exchange and is obligated to maintain a bid or an offer at the National Best Bid ("NBB") or the National Best Offer ("NBO") in each assigned security in round lots averaging at least 5% of the trading day (see Section ([f]g) below). An SLP can be either a proprietary trading unit of a member organization ("SLP-Prop") or a registered market maker at the Exchange ("SLMM"). This pilot program will end on July 31, 2012.

(b) Financial Rebates for Executed Transactions. When an SLP posts liquidity on the Exchange and such liquidity is executed against an inbound order, the SLP will receive a financial rebate for that executed transaction in an amount that will be published in the Exchange's Price List (see the NYSE Amex Equities Price List on the Exchange's website), subject to the non-regulatory penalty provision described in subsection ([i]j) of this Rule ("Non-Regulatory Penalties").

(1) The SLP will receive credit towards the financial rebate for executions of displayed and non-displayed liquidity (e.g., reserve and dark orders) posted in round lots in their [SLP] its assigned securities only.

(c) Qualifications of an SLP-Prop [Supplemental Liquidity Provider]. To qualify as an SLP-Prop, a member organization must have:

(1) adequate technology to support electronic trading through the systems and facilities of the Exchange;

(2) mnemonics that identify to the Exchange SLP-Prop trading activity in assigned SLP securities. A member organization may not use such mnemonics for trading activity at the Exchange in assigned SLP securities that is not SLP-Prop trading activity or in securities in which a DMM unit is registered, but may use the same mnemonics for trading activity in securities not assigned to an SLP. If a member organization does not identify to the Exchange the mnemonic to be used for SLP-Prop trading activity, the member organization will not receive credit for such SLP trading;
(3) adequate trading infrastructure to support SLP trading activity, which includes support staff to maintain operational efficiencies in the SLP program and adequate administrative staff to manage the member organization's SLP program;

(4) quoting performance that demonstrates an ability to meet the 5% average quoting requirement in each assigned security;

(5) a disciplinary history that is consistent with just and equitable business practices; and

(6) the business unit of the member organization acting as an SLP-Prop must have in place adequate information barriers between the SLP-Prop unit and the member organization's customer, research and investment banking business.

(d) Qualifications of an SLMM. A member organization may register as an SLMM in one or more securities traded on the Exchange in order to assist in the maintenance of a fair and orderly market insofar as reasonably practicable. To qualify as an SLMM, a member organization must meet the requirements of Rule 107B(c)(1), and (3) – (5) – NYSE Amex Equities and if approved as an SLMM, must:

(1) maintain continuous, two-sided trading interest in those securities in which the SLMM is registered to trade as an SLP (“Two-Sided Obligation”).

(A) Two-Sided Obligation. For each security in which a member organization is registered as an SLMM, the SLMM must be willing to buy and sell such security for its own account on a continuous basis during the trading day and must enter and maintain two-sided trading interest that is identified to the Exchange as the interest meeting the Two-Sided Obligation and is displayed in Display Book at all times. Interest eligible to be considered as part of an SLMM’s Two-Sided Obligation must have a displayed size of at least one round lot; provided, however, that an SLMM may augment its Two-Sided Obligation size to display limit orders priced at the same price as the Two-Sided Obligation. After an execution against its Two-Sided Obligation, an SLMM must ensure that additional trading interest exists in the Display Book to satisfy this obligation either by immediately entering new interest to comply with this obligation to maintain continuous two-sided quotations or by identifying existing interest on Display Book that will satisfy this obligation.

(B) Pricing Obligations. For NMS stocks (as defined in Rule 600 under Regulation NMS) an SLMM shall adhere to the pricing obligations established by paragraph (d)(1)(A) of this Rule during the trading day; provided, however, that such pricing obligations (i) shall not commence during any trading day until after the first regular way transaction on the primary listing market in the security, as reported by the responsible single plan processor, and (ii) shall be suspended during a trading halt,
suspension, or pause, and shall not re-commence until after the first regular way transaction on the primary listing market in the security following such halt, suspension, or pause, as reported by the responsible single plan processor.

(i) Bid and Offer Quotations. At the time of entry of the SLMM’s bid (offer) interest, the price of the bid (offer) interest shall be not more than the Designated Percentage away from the then current NBB (NBO), or if no NBB (NBO), not more than the Designated Percentage away from the last reported sale from the responsible single plan processor. In the event that the NBB (NBO) (or if no NBB (NBO), the last reported sale) increases (decreases) to a level that would cause the bid (offer) interest to be more than the Defined Limit away from the NBB (NBO) (or if no NBB (NBO), the last reported sale), or if the bid (offer) is executed or cancelled, the SLMM shall enter new bid (offer) interest at a price not more than the Designated Percentage away from the then current NBB (NBO) (or if no NBB (NBO), the last reported sale), or identify to the Exchange current resting interest that satisfies the SLMM’s obligation according to paragraph (d)(1)(A), above.

(ii) The NBB and NBO shall be determined by the Exchange in accordance with its procedures for determining protected quotations under Rule 600 under Regulation NMS.

(iii) For purposes of this Rule, the “Designated Percentage” shall be 8% for securities subject to Rule 80C(a)(i) – NYSE Amex Equities, 28% for securities subject to Rule 80C(a)(ii) – NYSE Amex Equities, and 30% for securities subject to Rule 80C(a)(iii) – NYSE Amex Equities, except that between 9:30 a.m. and 9:45 a.m. and between 3:35 p.m. and the close of trading, when Rule 80C – NYSE Amex Equities is not in effect, the Designated Percentage shall be 20% for securities subject to Rule 80C(a)(i) – NYSE Amex Equities, 28% for securities subject to Rule 80C(a)(ii) – NYSE Amex Equities, and 30% for securities subject to Rule 80C(a)(iii) – NYSE Amex Equities.

(iv) For purposes of this Rule, the “Defined Limit” shall be 9.5% for securities subject to Rule 80C(a)(i) – NYSE Amex Equities, 29.5% for securities subject to Rule 80C(a)(ii) – NYSE Amex Equities, and 31.5% for securities subject to Rule 80C(a)(iii) – NYSE Amex Equities, except that between 9:30 a.m. and 9:45 a.m. and between 3:35 p.m. and the close of trading, when Rule 80C – NYSE Amex Equities is not in effect, the Defined Limit shall be 21.5% for securities subject to Rule 80C(a)(i) – NYSE Amex Equities, 29.5% for securities subject to Rule 80C(a)(ii) – NYSE
(2) maintain minimum net capital in accordance with the provisions of Rule 15c3-1 under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.

(3) maintain unique mnemonics specifically dedicated to SLMM activity in order to comply with paragraph (d)(1)(A) of this Rule. Such mnemonics may not be used for trading in securities other than SLP Securities assigned to the SLMM.


(1) For purposes of this Rule, an "SLP Liaison Committee" shall consist of NYSE Euronext employees of the Operations Division and the U.S. Markets Division. The Head of the U.S. Markets Division or a designee shall designate the members of the SLP Liaison Committee. Among other responsibilities described in this Rule, the SLP Liaison Committee will determine whether an applicant is qualified to become an SLP.

(2) To become an SLP, a member organization must submit an SLP application form with all supporting documentation to the SLP Liaison Committee. The processing of SLP applications will be suspended when the SLP quota has been reached as provided in Section ([g]h)(2) of this Rule.

(3) The SLP Liaison Committee will determine whether an applicant is qualified to become an SLP based on the qualifications described above in Section (c) or (d) of this Rule ["Qualifications of a Supplemental Liquidity Provider"].

(4) After an applicant submits an SLP application to the SLP Liaison Committee, with supporting documentation, the SLP Liaison Committee shall notify the applicant member organization of its decision.

(5) If an applicant is approved by the SLP Liaison Committee to receive SLP status, such applicant must establish connectivity with relevant Exchange systems before such applicant will be permitted to trade as an SLP on the Exchange.

(6) In the event an applicant is disapproved or disqualified (see Section ([j]l)(2) below) by the SLP Liaison Committee, such applicant may request an appeal of such disapproval or disqualification by the SLP Panel as provided in Section ([j]k)("Appeal of Non-Regulatory Penalties") of this Rule, and/or reapply for SLP status three (3) months after the month in which the applicant received disapproval or disqualification notice from the Exchange.
(ef) Voluntary Withdrawal of SLP Status.

(1) An SLP may withdraw from such status by giving notice to the SLP Liaison Committee, the Operations Division, and FINRA. Such withdrawal shall become effective when those securities assigned to the withdrawing SLP are reassigned to another SLP. After the SLP Liaison Committee, the Operations Division, and FINRA receive the notice of withdrawal from the withdrawing SLP, the SLP Liaison Committee will reassign such securities as soon as practicable but no later than 30 days of the date said notice is received by the SLP Liaison Committee, the Operations Division, and FINRA. In the event the reassignment of securities takes longer than the 30-day period, the withdrawing SLP will have no obligations under this Rule 107B - NYSE Amex Equities and will not be held responsible for any matters concerning its previously assigned SLP securities upon termination of this 30-day period.

(2) An SLMM may withdraw its registration in a security by giving written notice to the SLP Liaison Committee and FINRA. The Exchange may require a certain minimum notice period for withdrawal, and may place such other conditions on withdrawal and re-registration following withdrawal, as it deems appropriate in the interests of maintaining fair and orderly markets. An SLMM that fails to give advanced written notice of termination to the Exchange may be subject to formal disciplinary action.

(fg) Calculation of Quoting Requirement:

(1) The SLP's 5% quoting requirement is calculated by determining the average percentage of time the SLP is at the NBB or the NBO in each assigned security during the regular hours of the Exchange on a daily and monthly basis. For purposes of this Rule, the SLP Liaison Committee will determine whether an SLP has met its quoting requirement by calculating the following:

(A) the "Daily NBB Quoting Percentage", is calculated by determining the percentage of time an SLP has at least one round lot of displayed interest in each assigned security in an Exchange bid at the National Best Bid during each trading day for a calendar month;

(B) the "Daily NBO Quoting Percentage", is calculated by determining the percentage of time an SLP has at least one round lot of displayed interest in each assigned security in an Exchange offer at the National Best Offer during each trading day for a calendar month;

(C) the "Average Daily NBBO Quoting Percentage", is calculated for each trading day by summing the "Daily NBB Quoting Percentage" and the "Daily NBO Quoting Percentage" in each assigned security then dividing such sum by two; and
(D) the "Monthly Average NBBO Quoting Percentage", is calculated for each assigned security by summing the security's "Average Daily NBBO Quoting Percentages" for each Trading Day in a calendar month then dividing the resulting sum by the total number of Trading Days in such calendar month.

(i) For purposes of calculating whether an SLP is in compliance with its 5% quoting requirement, the SLP must post displayed liquidity in round lots in its assigned securities at the NBB or the NBO.

(ii) An SLP may post non-displayed liquidity; however, such liquidity will not be counted as credit towards the 5% quoting requirement.

(iii) Tick sensitive orders (i.e., "Sell Plus", "Buy Minus" (see Rule 13 - NYSE Amex Equities) and "Buy Minus Zero Plus") will not be counted as credit towards the 5% quoting requirement.

(2) The SLP shall not be subject to any minimum or maximum quoting size requirement in assigned securities apart from the requirement that an order be for at least one round lot. The quoting requirement will be measured by utilizing the mnemonics that the member organization has identified for SLP trading activity.

(3) The 5% quoting requirement will not be in effect in the first calendar month a member organization operates as an SLP. Therefore, the quoting requirement will take effect on the first day of the second consecutive calendar month the member organization operates as an SLP.

(4) SLP orders will be in the "Book Participant" category for purposes of parity pursuant to Rule 72 - NYSE Amex Equities.

Assignment of Securities.

(1) The SLP Liaison Committee in its discretion, will assign to the SLP, a group of securities consisting of NYSE Amex-listed or traded equities securities for SLP trading purposes. The SLP Liaison Committee shall determine the number of Exchange-listed or traded securities within the group of securities assigned to each SLP.

(2) The SLP Liaison Committee, in its discretion, will assign one (1) or more SLPs to each security, depending upon the trading activity of the security.

(A) A DMM unit shall not also act as an SLP in the same securities in which it is registered as a DMM.

(B) An SLP-Prop shall not also act as an SLMM in the same securities in which it is registered as an SLP-Prop and vice versa, provided, however, if a member
(h) Entry of Orders by SLPs. SLPs may only enter orders electronically from off the Floor of the Exchange and may only enter such orders directly into Exchange systems and facilities designated for this purpose. SLMM quotes and orders may be for the account of the SLMM in either a proprietary capacity or a principal capacity on behalf of an affiliated or unaffiliated person. All SLP-Prop orders must only be for the proprietary account of the SLP-Prop member organization.

(i) Non-Regulatory Penalties.

1. If an SLP fails to meet the 5% quoting requirement, the following non-regulatory penalties may be imposed by the Exchange:

   A. If, in any given calendar month, an SLP maintains a quote at the NBB or NBO averaging at least 5% of the trading day in any assigned security, such SLP will receive a financial rebate for that calendar month for all executed transactions as described in Section (b) ("Financial Rebates for Executed Transactions") of this Rule.

   B. If, in any calendar month, an SLP maintains a quote at the NBB or the NBO averaging less than 5% of the regular trading day in an assigned security, the SLP will not receive a financial rebate for that month for executed transactions in that particular assigned security as described in Section (b) ("Financial Rebates for Executed Transactions") of this Rule; and

   C. If an SLP fails to meet the 5% quoting requirement for three (3) consecutive calendar months in any assigned security, the SLP will be at risk of losing its SLP status, and the SLP Liaison Committee may, in its discretion, take the following non-regulatory actions:

      i. revoke the assignment of the affected security(ies) from the SLP; and

      ii. each time the SLP Liaison Committee revokes the assignment of an affected security for non-compliance with the 5% quoting requirement, as described in Section (i)(1)(C)(i) above, the SLP Liaison Committee reserves the right to revoke the assignment of an additional unaffected security from an SLP when there is a failure to comply with such quoting requirements; or

      iii. disqualify a member organization's status as an SLP.

2. Disqualification Determinations. The SLP Liaison Committee shall determine if and when a member organization is disqualified from its status as an SLP. One calendar month prior to any such determination, the SLP Liaison Committee will notify the SLP of such impending disqualification in writing. If the SLP fails to meet
the 5% average quoting requirement (for a third consecutive month) in a particular security, the SLP may be disqualified from SLP status. When disqualification determinations are made, the SLP Liaison Committee will provide a disqualification notice to the member organization informing such member organization that it has been disqualified as an SLP.

(3) Re-application for SLP Status: In the event a member organization is disapproved pursuant to Section ([d]e)(6) or disqualified from its status as an SLP pursuant to Section ([i]j)(1)(C)(iii), such member organization may re-apply for SLP status in accordance with Section ([d]e) ("Application Process") of this Rule. Such application process shall occur at least three (3) calendar months following the month in which such member organization received its disapproval or disqualification notice.

([j]k) Appeal of Non-Regulatory Penalties

(1) In the event a member organization disputes the SLP Liaison Committee's decision to impose any non-regulatory penalties described above in Section (i) (Non-Regulatory Penalties) of this Rule, such member organization ("appellant") may request, within five (5) business days of receiving notice of the decision to impose such non-regulatory penalties, the Supplemental Liquidity Provider Panel ("SLP Panel") to review all such decisions to determine if such decisions were correct.

(A) In the event a member organization is disqualified from its status as an SLP pursuant to Section ([i]j)(1)(C)(iii) of this Rule, the SLP Liaison Committee shall not reassign the appellant's assigned securities to a different SLP until the SLP Panel has informed the appellant of its ruling.

(2) The SLP Panel shall consist of the Exchange's Chief Regulatory Officer ("CRO"), or a designee of the CRO, and two (2) officers of the Exchange designated by the Head of the U.S. Markets Division.

(3) The SLP Panel shall review the facts and render a decision within the time frame prescribed by the Exchange.

(4) The SLP Panel may overturn or modify an action taken by the SLP Liaison Committee under this Rule. All determinations by the SLP Panel shall constitute final action by the Exchange on the matter at issue.

* * * * *